Have you got time for "Digni-tea"?

The Dignity Tree
I am planting my first seed today
The seed of dignity
In time you'll see my seed will grow
And grow into a tree
A tree full of knowledge
A plant for all to see
What does dignity mean to me?
A leaf with an idea
It's an idea I'll share
It's inspirational
It's a way to show I care
The tree will always be there
Long after I have gone
It stands up for dignity in care
A challenge to be won
I know you will support me
And I know you'll love the tree
It's not just a tree you know
It's what dignity means to me

THE DIGNITY TREE
Help one another
Keeping Calm
To be given choices in my life
Respecting everyone as an individual.
To be helped when needed
Treat others as you would have them treat you
Be thoughtful of others
Be good to your neighbours
Keep personal details private
One day you could be me.
One day you could be me.
Have patience
Have a calm
Talk to me.
Remember I am a person.
Making my own choices
To be given choices in my life
Help me to maintain my
Good manners
Smile & make everyone smile with you
Give time to express yourself
Respect me and others
Help me
Do not shout!